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Enterprise annual surveys are the major 
element of the enterprise statistical system. Those 
surveys collect data for legal units on the main annual 
accounting data, the increase in fixed assets, the 
volume of work (data on employees), the breackdown 
of turnover by commodities. They concern most of 
activity sectors (4 digit level); each enterprise 
contributes to the sector corresponding to its main 
activity. Those surveys are one of the main sources for 
national accounts. Every year, 100 000 enterprises 
(legal unit) are surveyed. Data for local units are 
simultaneously collected volume of work, 
investment, special expenses (energy, environment) 
for the most important establishments in 
manufacturing industry sector, volume of work and 
turnover for establishments in trade. 

The rationale and form of the EAEs dale back 
to the 1960s. 

In 1992, an investigation was conducted on 
the desirable development of those structural surveys. 
Two main aims among many arc the following : 
having on the one hand more localized data (like 
turnover, added value) than at the moment, on the 
other hand data more homogeneous by industry. This 
second aim is important for national accounts. At 
present, most cells of the sector to product transfer 
matrix are estimated for the added value, because 
many enterprises have more than one elementary 
activity, and contributes to more than one industry. 
For the same reason, it's very difficult, today, to have 
accurate data by administrative region. 

Within the context of these investigations, 
131 enterprise interviews were realized ; all those 
enterprises have more than one local unit. Those 
surveys basically concerned enterprise information 
system in connection with its organization: what kind 
of data are available, at which level within the firm ? 
We initially tried to see whether we could observe 
directly some accounting data (and particularly added 
value) at a local unit leveL As a matter of fact , if local 
unit could become the basic statistical unit, then both 
previous problems would be solved. 

Main findings of these investigations are as 
follows: 
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• most of expenditures (including invesunent) 
can be provided by the finn for each of its local units; 
but, in most cases, added value is not directly 
available at a local unit level. 

- the majority of manufacturing industries 
have an internal organization by operational unit 
(business unit) and an information system connecting 
with it. 

- the legal unj(, which is the main observation 
unit for the french structural statistics, doesn't seem to 
be always the right observation unit (especially in 
manufacturing industry sector). Sometimes specific 
units, between finn and enterprise-group or within 
legal unit seem to be better. 

The main elements about the interview· 
questionnaire were as follows. 

It was divided into three parts : the first one 
was about internal enterprise organization and its 
recent development (with the frame of this 
organization) as well as autonomy level of local or 
operational units, with regard to some main points : 
employees (remuneration and engaging), purchase, 
subcontracting and sales. The second one concerned 
the accountancy customs of the firm, of its local or 
operational units, beside legal duties. Finally, a third 
part studied, for each variable, its availability by 
location and where it was booked (either in the 
enterprise or in the local unit). 

It is important to point out that most 
interviews involved members of the firm managing 
staff, as the General Secretary or the Financial 
Director in most cases, hardly ever the accounting 
Department. 

Local unit: cost centre or profit centre! 

As a second point, a main lesson can be 
drawn : added value is available at a local unit level 
only in one third of cases. 

Of course, this rate differs with the sector : as 
in the Manufacturing Industry Sector this percentage 
only reaches 34% of the achieved inteTViews, in the 
Trade Sector in return, added value, or more exactly 
working products or working costs, is available for 
location in 47% of cases. 



Nevertheless, even when these data can be collected 
for each local unit , in 50% of cases, the enterprise 
head office is designed as the booking place. 

VALUEADDt:D 

SECTOR A v AII..AHLE BV % 
LOCAL UN IT 

MANUFACTURING 17/50 34 
INDUSTRY 

FOOD BEVERAGE AND 

TOBACCO INDUSTRIES 2/ 11 18 
CONsnWCTION 1/6 

TRADE 16/34 47 
TRANSPORT 4/13 31 

SERVICES 6/17 " 
TOTAL 46/ 131 35 

Therefore, it is possible to here conclude that, 
at least in France, a location can't replace a legal unit, 
that is to say the enterprise, for the follow-up of 
trading results. As a major reason, in most cases, a 
local unit is considered by the cnterprise as a cost 
centre and not as a profit centre : if such is the case, 
costs directly bound with local unit activity arc 
available for each location but often arc not Ihere 
connecled with production. A local unit is not 
considered by the finn as the unit relevant to follow
up added value or profit. 

It is significant to point out that expenditures 
III immaterial, as advertising, professional training, 
research and development. are scarcely available at a 
local unit level, contrary to capital expenditures for 
machinery or buildings. This point is all the more 
significant because economic studies underline the 
importance of intangible factors. 

The minor position occupied by location in 
the enterprise organization sccms to be a well
established movement. since the only examples we 
noted during those interviews, concerned local units 
that moved from profit centre to cost centre. Under 
those circumstances, it's only natural to observe that, 
particularly in the Trade Sector or in Close Services, 
trading accounts is most often available for location; 
it's there obvious that local units, that is to say stores 
or agencies, are places where profit is making up. 
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Operational units: more relevant units? 

Nevertheless, the major lesson of those 
interviews is about the importance of operational 
units, as establishments and departments in the 
enterprise organization. 

Enterprise activity is really managed through 
those units. It becomes clear that this organization is 
in fact the most frequenl in the Manufacturing 
Industry Sector. 46% of the consulted enterprises are 
in this situation. These operational units generally 
correspond to the enterpri se will to the follow~up of its 
profitability by great family of commodities: a line of 
products is in fact most frequently quoted as 
establishment base: in a car cquipement enterprise, 
for example, the three settled operational units 
correspond to petrol engine fo r the first one, Diesel 
engine for the second one and gearbox for the third 
one. 

Someti mes, the operational sharing can be far 
more discriminati ng and cross a line of products with 
specific markets (hypennarkets or specialized stores, 
for example). As we can sec, those units can now and 
then meet the notion of homogeneous production unil, 
sometimes the one of economic activity unit. What 
must be stressed is the acuteness of sharings, generally 
greater than what requires an entcrprise statistician. 

If the production process for a given line of 
products involves several local units, then the 
operational units aggregate locations or pans of them : 
if that is the case, there is no more simple connection 
between local unit and operational unit. 

Those operational units are lhen taken by 
enterprise managers as the relevants one for activity 
follow-up : main control balances, including trading 
results, are then established for lhosc units. If so, 
immaterial investments are generally identified by 
establishment. Those units, settled by the enterprise 
head officc, are frcc from potential legal duties. They 
arc most often profit centres. Their accountancy 
integrate in some cases general costs divided 
according to keys peculiar to each enterprise. 



)' IRMSWITH % TRADING 

SECTOR OPERATIONAL ACCOUNTS 

UNITS AVAILABLE BY 

OPRATIONAL 

MANUF, 23 46 18 

FOODBEV. 3 2 

CONSTRUC- 2 

TOTAL 45 34 33 

The fourth remark will concern operational 
units and legal units. 

In many cases, it appeared that those 
operational unils went beyond the frame of legal unit ; 
for 20% of the consulted enterprises, operational 
divisions aggregate difIerem legal units, or at least 
are transversal to several legal units. What is 
concerned in this kind of configuration, is the 
imponant gap that can exist between the legal 
definition of the enterprise and the economic one. 

Finally, it's necessary to strcss that when 
those units extend beyond the limits of legal units, 
they often correspond to departments of a business
entity, enjoying a large independance. Within the 
group of companies, Ihese departments are taken as 
full companies, but without legal basis; they therefore 
have an entire infonnation system. 

We can then wonder whether operational 
units, as previously described, could constitute new 
statistical units. 

An intermediate strategy 

The direct integration of those units in a 
statistical system present some obstaclcs. 

The firsl one consists in the great diversity of 
their definition from one enterprise to another : 
enterprise organization in establishments or 
departments is directly connected to strategic choices 
decided by the finn, Besides, the acuteness of 
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enterprise sharing in operational units is very often 
too subtle with regard to statistical needs. 

The second one concerns the rather 
confidential nature of the data : most of the consulted 
enterprises consider those data by operational units as 
strategical one from a competition point of view. 

Finally, the last obstacle lies in the possible 
unsteadiness of such uruts ; do they support far better 
enterprise structural reorganization than legal units, 
or more simply, don't they highly suffer from fashion 
e{feCis in matters of enterprise management? 

As a conclusion, it then seems that those 
operational units can't be directly considered, without 
any adjustment, as statistical units. An intermediate 
strategy can therefore be fonnulated. 

Such a strategy must rcst on the principle that 
we can only collect data that are controlled by the 
enterprise itself, for the follow-up of its activity, or 
data that respond to legal duties. 

The search for local accounts data, directly 
observed, as the search for data more homogeneous 
with regard to activity (and particularly for the added 
value), must then consider enterprise internal 
infonnation systems. An intennediate strategy could 
therefore consist in settling, with the agreement of the 
enterprise, statistical units that were compatible both 
with the enterprise internal infonnation system, and 
thus with its organizational structure, and with our 
activity or geographic nomenclatures. Thus those 
units should be intermediate between operational units 
and legal units. 

Those statistical units should afterwards bc 
treated and updated. Such a lreatement must be 
closely connected to the legal units register. That is all 
the more important because we have to usc more and 
more administrative data (in relation to the heavy 
pressure to reduce the statistics burden weighing on 
business). The aim consists in establishing statistical 
units closest to both economic and enterprise 
organizational reality. 

A first experiment will take place in France, 
within the framework of enterprise annual surveys, 
concerning only units including more than 1000 
employes. The project consists in integrating 
gradually those new statistical units to enterprise 
annual surveys from 1996 onwards. 
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I. OBJECTIVES 

The Portuguese Enterprise Panel has been produced, 
by the National Statistical Institute of Portugal since 
1990, with two main objectives. On the one hand, to 
supply information to the provisional National 
Accounts and on the other hand to supply some 
information about the financial variables that 
characterize the enterprise activities at a short time. 
The results concerning a certain year arc published 
the next year, in July. 

2. POPULATION 

The universe of the pancl is a file of enterprises 
created by the National Statistical Institute of 
Portugal, based on administrative sources. Update of 
the file is achieved by administrative sources as well 
as enterprise surveys, but not through the panel data. 
The survey population is the set of enterprises with 
head-oflice at the Portuguese mainland. It excludes 
the enterprises with zero employees or classified as 
"non active". The enterprises of the regions: Azores 
and Madeira are excluded too, because their 
contribution to the variable turnover is poor. 

3. SAMPLE DESIGN 
3.1- Stratification 

The survey population is stratified by the variables: 
economic activity (subdivision of the economic 
activity classification, t\m digits). juridic form 
(public sector. individual enterprises, others), 
geographical region (NUTE II level two of the 
geographical nomenclature: Norte. Centro, Lisboa e 
Vale do Tejo, Alentejo. Algarve). number of 
employees (three levels: I to 19, 20 to 499, 500 or 
more). 

3.2- Dimension of the sample 

The dimension of the sample n, is evaluated 
assuming that the coefficient of variation of the 
variable turnover is smaller than 20% for the 
subdivision (two digit) and smaller than 10% for the 
division (one digit) of the economic activity 
classification. In 1990, 8340 enterprises have been 
selected. In 1991, 9377 enterprises have been 
selected. 

3.3- Distribution of the sample in the strata 

The selection of the enterprises in the strata is done 
by the Bernoulli process. So the dimension of the 
sample, n is a random variable with binomial 
distribution. U's parameters are Nh. the dimension 
of the stratum and fh= nhiNh. the sampling rate in 
the stratum. The enterprises with 500 or more 
employees belong to the sample with probability one, 
and in each stratum two enterprises or more arc 
selected. The minimal number mh of selected 
enterprises in each stratum is evaluated to a 
confidence level of 99%, such that P(mh$ 1)50.01. 
The table below shows the minimal number of the 
sampling dimension associated with the stratum 
dimension: 

Table 1. Sample minimal dimension 

I :: I ; 14~516;9110~271280r~ore 
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Nh- stratum dimension 
ruh = sampling dimension of the stratum 

The adition results of the number of enterprises that 
belong to the exhaustive strata and the minimal 
number of selected enterprises for the non-cxhaustive 
strata have been calculated. The difference between 
the dimension of the sample and that total is 
distributed by the non-cxhaustive strata 
proporcionally 10 Nh Sh ...JXh Sh is the standard 
deviation of the turnover' for the enterprises of the 
stratum hand Xh is the turnover of all the 
enterprises of the same stratum. If the relative 
sampling error of the variable turnover in the strata 
is not smaller than 20% for the subdivision, or 10% 
for the division of the economic activity 
classification, the dimension of the sample will be 
increased. Proceedings will be restart. It is an 
iterative procedure. 

3.4- Selection 

The selection of the sampling units is made by the 
Bernoulli process. 
A random number ui witll uniform distribution in 
10,1 J is selected and it is assigned to the enterprise i 
If Uj sfh (sampling rate of the stratum h to which 

belongs to the enterprise i) the enterprise i is 
selected. The number ui is retained to allow the 
selection of the panel, the next year. 



4. QUESTIONARY 

The qucstionary has seven items: identification and 
characterization of the enterprise (identification 
number, social designation, geographical 
localization, address, juridic form, main economic 
activity), enterprises situation (active, non active), 
number of employees (without salary, total), costs 
and losses (costs of goods and services, indirect 
taxes, labour costs), benefits and earnings (saJcs of 
goods and services), investments, stocks. 

5.NOMENCLATURES 

To codify the answers of the qucstionary some 
nomencialUres are used : Economic Activity 
Classification (CAE, 73), Geographical Regions 
Nomenclature (NUTE) Juridic Form Classification. 
The other codes arc included in the questionary. 

6. MODE OF DATA COLLECTION 

The information is collected by mail, !lonnally, In 

the first three months of the year. Enterprises can 
answer by mail or by fax. A set of instructions, a 
response envelope and a letter explaining thc 
objectivcs of the panel are sent to the enterprises 
along with the questionary. 

7. NON·RESPONSE 

In 1990, the non-response rate was 14% and in 1991 
23%. To reduce the non-response rate, two attempts 
are made. by mail. The two kinds of non-response: 
partial and total, are treated in the same way. 
Partia l non-response: the mean of the variable is 
imputed to this kind of non-response. Although this 
procedure reduces the estimated error. it is better 
than considering a null value. 
Total non-response : the set of responses is the new 
sample dimension and the computation of the 
sampling errors are based on it. 

The presented results concern 1990 and 1991 

Tabela 2. Distribution of responses and nOll-responses by economic activity. 1990 
Economic Activity Resoonse Non response 

(CAE) Survey Total % Actives % Inactives % Total % 
A£riculture 448 1219 84% 728 60% 49 1 40% 229 16% 

Extra.lndustry 173 151 87% J33 88% 18 12% 22 13% 
Trans.lndustry 2 000 1766 88% 1630 92% 136 8% 234 12% 

Elect. Gas. Wat. 53 44 83% 41 93% 3 7% 9 17% 
Construction 287 244 85% 221 91% 23 9% 43 15% 

Trade 1666 1457 87% 1353 93% 104 7% 209 13% 
Transp.Comun. 209 190 91% 184 97% 6 3% 19 9% 
Finan.lnstitu. 1312 1114 85% 962 86% 152 14% 198 15% 

Services 1192 1001 84% 887 89"10 114 11% 191 16% 
Total 8340 7186 86% 6139 85% 1047 15% 1154 14% 

Tabela 3. Distribution of resoonses and non-resoonses by economic activity, 1991 
Economic Activity Response Non response 

(CAE) Survey Total % Actives % Inactives % Total % 
Agriculture 1547 11 55 75% 769 67% 386 33% 392 25% 

Extra.Industry 192 151 79% 138 91% 13 9% 41 21% 
Trans.Industry 2026 1348 67% 1224 91% 124 9% 678 33% 

Elect. Gas. Wat. 62 48 77% 43 90% 5 10% 14 23% 
Construction 431 354 82% 312 88% 42 12% 77 18% 

Trade 1807 1525 84% 1415 93% 110 7% 282 16% 
Transp.Comun. 263 237 90% 229 97% 8 3% 26 10% 
Finan.lnstitu. 1483 1213 82% 907 75% 306 25% 270 18% 

Services 1422 1121 79% 995 89% 126 11% 301 21% 
Total 9233 7152 77% 6032 84% 1120 16% 2081 23% 
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8. COMPUTATIONAL CHA IN 

A frie ndly software was designed 10 compute the 
results of the portuguese enterprise panel. It is based 
on "C" language. This software is used to print the 
name and address of the enterprises a llowing the 
questionary to be sent by mail. 
It is used to control the responses, to register the 
data, to .... erify the data. to consult the registers, to 
correct or to anull them, (0 compute the result tables, 
to compute some deri .... ed variables and to guarantee 
the statistical confidence. The results are obtained 
by the software SAS. 

9. STATISTICAL CONFIDENCE 

Public information about one or two enterprises or 
any value that allows the computation of individual 
information, doesn't ensure the statistical confidence. 

These confidencial information is replaced by " .. " on 
the results table. 

10. RESULTS 

There are six tables in which the panel results are 
presented: 

Enterprises, employees, turnover by region and 
juridic fonn. 
· Turno .... er by employees stratum and main economic 
activity. 
· Labour and labour costs by main economic activity. 

Costs of goods and services by main economic 
activity. 

Sales in the external market by main economic 
activity. 
· Investments by main economic activity. 

The presented rcsulls concern 1990 and 1991 . 

Tabela 4.- Enterpri ses, Employees and Turnover by Region and Juridic Form 1990 

Region Total Public Sector Individual enterprises Others 
Mainland 

Number of enterprises 2633 19 29 1 150908 112 120 
Number of employees 2241985 203 395 318474 I 720 116 
TurnOver 19616095 2318503 I 663 987 15633605 

North 
Number of enterprises 96524 37 62 11 3 34374 
number of employees 817746 13892 13 1 744 672 110 
Turnover 5 770 107 68826 6 18160 5083 120 

Center 
Number of entreprises 48 273 17 32767 15489 
Numbcrofemployees 307885 2494 65044 240348 
Turnovcr 2 230 530 18074 392 096 I 820360 

Lisboa c Vale do Te·o 
Number of enterprises 90258 220 36779 53259 

Number of employees 984 333 183 748 79989 720597 
Turnover 10652216 2 168083 465543 8018590 

Alente·o 
Number of enterprises 14 270 6 10 77 1 3493 
Number of employees 69520 I 933 24657 42930 
Turnover 496373 45392 121900 32908 1 

Algarve 
Number of enterprises 13 994 II 8478 5505 
Number of employees 62500 I 328 17042 44131 
Turnover 466869 18 128 66287 382453 
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Tabela 5.- Enterprises, Employees and Turnover by Region and Juridic Foml, 1991 

Region Total Public Sector 
Mainland 

Number of enterprises 275091 257 
Number of employees 2360609 147096 
Turnover 22 756 945 1 8343 15 

North 
Number of enterprises 100 970 34 
number of employees 877 974 II 182 
Turnover 6627891 717 19 

Center 
Number of entreprises 50202 19 
Nurnbcrofemployccs 356455 2387 
Turnover 2 459070 17104 

Lisboa e Vale do Te·o 
Number of enterprises 94025 190 

Number of employees 981 58 1 131 389 
Turnover 12657545 2723 743 

Alentc·o 
Number of enterprises 15095 5 
Number of employees 70977 875 
Turnover 485062 4650 

A1~arve 

Number of enterprises 14799 9 
Number of employees 73622 1 263 
Turnover 527377 17099 

11 . SAJvIPLING ERRORS 

The estimates are computed using the sub-population 
theory. The estimate of a total on the domain d is 

where 

A 

X (d) ~ 

1 XOh; Xhi (d) = 

h stratum index, 
H number of strata. 

, ifi E d 
, if i Il d 

and 

Individual enterprises Others 

156053 118781 
345 115 I 868 398 

I 902 706 19019924 

64017 369 19 
140566 726226 
850824 5705348 

33503 16680 
68673 285395 

360843 208 1 123 

3840 1 55434 
87484 762707 

483726 10 450 076 

11 285 3805 
28425 41677 

141288 339 123 

8847 5943 
19967 52392 
66024 444 253 

A 

CV (X(d» VVar,d<' (d» x 100 % 
X (d) 

H 
AA L ....!!h...S2 Va,(X(d» ~ N'h( 1- N )~ 

h 'h 
h~ 1 

Nh dimension of the stratum h, 
Th number of responses in the stratum h, 
xhi(d) value of the variable to the enterprise i of the 
stratum h on the domain d. 

The relative sampling error has been computed by 
region, (level two of the geographical nomenclature), 
to the variables: number of employees, costs of goods 
and services, labour costs and investiments. 

The relative sampling error is the coefficient of 
variation 
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Tabela 6.- Coefficient of variation by economic activity, Mai nland 1990 

Economic activity Enterprises Employees Labour Costs Costs of Goods Turnover 
Tota l 2633 19 1.73 1.83 3.68 2.82 

Agriculture 20 127 5.76 5. 13 18.22 13.43 
Extra.lndustry I 258 8.59 8.08 16.63 7.36 
Trans. Industry 48758 2.59 2.62 3.53 2.89 
Elect Gas Wal 60 0. 11 0.05 0 .20 0.05 
Construction 25246 8.02 8.33 10.4 1 11.16 

Trade 124373 3.65 4. 12 5.95 5.44 
TranSD.Comun 8 498 4.22 3.39 16.5 1 6.28 

Finan.lnstilu IO 625 3.92 15.20 23.55 15.52 
Services 24 374 4.73 5.32 30.73 17.54 

Tabela 7.- Coeffi cient of va riation by economic activity, Mainland 199 1 

Economic activity Ente rprises Employees 
Total 275 091 1.85 

Ae.riculture 20463 5.50 
Extra.lndustry 1 32 1 7.87 
Trans.lndustry 5 1 385 3.42 
Elect Gas Wal 66 0.09 
Construction 25 211 6.67 

Trade 127632 3.04 
Transp.Comun 10064 4.33 
Finan.lnstitu II 54 1 3.46 

Services 254 10 3.47 

12. ESTIMATION OF TIIE EVOLUTION 

The eva luation of the variable X is measured by 

where 

TIl(d) evolution between the year 1 and the year 2 

X2(d) va lue of the variable X in the second year 

X1(d) value of the va riable X in the fi rst year 

This evolution is estimated by 
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Labour Costs Costs o f Goods Turnover 
3.85 
4.96 
7.35 
3.50 
0.04 
7.70 
13.72 
3.51 
4.60 
4.11 

o 
o X (d) 
T(d) ' .:,c=L . I 

X, (d) 

Where 

5.84 2.56 
13.86 10.04 
18.04 6.96 
4 .13 3.68 
0 .20 0.05 
10.66 8.89 
9.74 4.82 
17.32 6.45 
18 .27 8.80 
13.98 7.8 1 

G 

I ~~ ~Xgi (d) 
1=1 

::::: g= l _ I 
H 

I ~~ ~Xhi (d) 

h= 1 

Ng dimension of the stratum g in the second year 
Nh dimension of the stratum h in the fi rst year 
mg dimension of the sam~le in the stratum g in the 
second yea r 
mh dimension of the sa mple in the stratus h in the 
fi rst year 
H number of strata in the first year 
G number of strata in the second year 

The prescnt results concern the estimates of the 
evolution 



Tabcla 8.· Evolution of the main variables of econom ic activity. Main land 1990/ 199 1 

Economic activity Number of Employees L.1bour Costs Costs of Turnover 
enterprises Goods 

TOial 0.04 0.05 0.25 0.20 0. 16 
A~riculture 0.02 -0.08 0.03 0.16 0.09 

Extra.lndustry 1 0.0 1 0. 17 0.32 0.09 
Trans.lnduslIy 2 0.10 0.27 0. 18 0.25 
Elect Gas Wat 3 -0.04 0.12 0.08 0,22 
Construction 4 0.02 0.22 0.43 0. 18 

Trade 5 0.03 0.37 0.23 0. 10 
Transp.Comun 6 -0.04 0.14 -0.07 0. 19 

Finan. I nstitu 7 0.15 om -0.07 0.00 
Services 0.04 0.D2 0.19 -0.19 0.03 

The coeffi cient of variation of the evaluation is calculated by the usual formula. 
The variance is calculated by the formula of the variance of a ratio. 
We present results eonccrn the estimate of the coefficient of variation of the evolutioR. 

Tabcla 9.- Coefficient of variation of evolution by economic activity, Mainland 1990/1991 

Economic activity Employees Labour Costs 
Total 1.68 3.77 

Agriculture 5.54 5.56 
Extra .lndustry 4.92 5.20 
Trans.lndustn' 2.63 2.64 

Elect. Gas. Wal. 0.04 om 
Construction 7.19 5.41 

Trade 3.56 13.86 
Transp.Comun. 2.24 1.48 
Finan.lnstitu. 3.89 15.37 

Services 4.53 4.87 
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1. Introduction 

The need 10 develop a European elllcrpriSt! 
panel arose in Eurost:'I1 in the ];lIe 19805. The general 
aim of such a panel is to produ ce. rapidly, 
provisional data on the non-agricult ural sectors a ll 
the basis of a pane l of enterprises. TIlree types of 
d:l.Ia needed to be involved: 0) micro-economic data 
on the enterprises wi th a view to a longitud inal study, 
(ii) macro-economi c data comparable betwee n 
countries, and (iii) dala which meet circumstantia l 
needs and express the attitude or reactions of the 
enterprises to various problems or events. 

Eurostat, to!;!ether wi th nat ional stat ist ica l 
institutes. has over sever:ll years, therefore, promoted 
plans and projects which h:lve been creating :l base 

for ad vanced enterprise surveys and censuses. The 
development of the hann oll ized enterprise registers 

has been one of the most important ta rgets, a nd thi s 
task has also progressed well, a hhough much work is 
still left. Secondly, there is a need to focus on the 
less developed fi e lds, such as surveys conce ming 
service sectors and small and medium-sized 
enterprises. 

The th ird crucial point, but not the smallest, 

concerus defi cienc ies in Iht! methodologies used and 
the scarce utilization of the data material. In 
part icu lar, we have observed that sophisticated panel 

methods are scarcely used in enterprise surveys. 
Essential changes of direction cannot be easily made, 
especially due to the hesitat ion of some cou ntries. 

lllis paper focuses on the following two t:'lctors 
dictat ing such hesiTat ion: (i) fear o f increasing Ihe 
response burden and the COSt to enterprises and 
statistical offices, (ii) the scarce knowledge of panel
type surveys, their ex ploi tat ion and methodologies 
available in these. Although These reasons are 
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understandable to some extent, the author aims here 
to disprove these arguments. Section 2 considers 
panel designs in general tem s, Section 3 presents 
recent ideas and a ims of the plmmed network of 
European enterprise panels. and Section 4 gives a 
conclusion . 

2. Genera l fea tures of p<mcls 

The pane l approach in sample survcys 
requires that a sample be based on the panel design . 
Th is means that a fil e consists o f identical un its from 
both period t and period t+ l (and fu rther t+2, .. .), o r 
that the srunple fro m t+ I de pends on the sample fro m 
t. TIlUS Ihe measurement of indi vidual changes is 

possi ble. lllere are seveml types of panel design, but 
the following two are most typical : 

(i) A survey contai ns two or more distinct 
samples, each picked up at different poi nts in time 

independent ly of one another; this is a rotating panel 
design. Attri tions (deaths, nonresponse, other exi ts) 
are taken into account, but e ntrances have not been 
added to older panels. 

(ii) Only one s:unp le taken from a staning 
period is used, but a panel will be updated 
cont inuously regardi ng binhs and deat hs and o thcr 
changes so that the sampl ing weights of a statistical 
year provide scope to analyse cross-sect ional 
population fi gures as we ll . The latter point may be 
diffi cult in long panel s, since the response burden 

will be increased and nonresponse as well. Therefore 
some years later a new survey Stan will be necessary 

but some overlapping wit h the previous panel survey 
is usefu l. 

Panel or othe r longi tudinal analyses may, 
often be carried o ut more easily using population
level data file s derived from registers or censuses. 

The choice of a n ideal observation unit is 
lIot tri vial in ally survey, but in longitudinal ones it is 
more problematic because of the follow-up 



mechanism. For enterprise surveys it is nalUrai to 
choose 'enterprise' as a key unit, and to include in the 
same file enough infonnation on other levels, on 
lower and higher units. Typical lower units are local 
units and kind of activity illlits, which call be 
interpreted as mem bers of an enterprise fam il y' like 
in family surveys (the next lower leve l is also 
possible: the children of family members'). 
Correspondingly, the higher units are various Iypes of 
enterprise groups. Estimates for enterprises can be 

detennined directly or computed, for instance, as 
sums or averages o f the values of the me mbers. The 
enterprise composition can be changed fro m time to 
time, but no principal tracki ng problems appear, if 
census data are considered. However, a sample case 
may be fairly compli cated if on ly some o f the 
members have been included in the sample. 
Analogous problem s can arise when estimating 
figures of enterprise ~roups. 

Many special questions appear when t ryin~ 

to track or fo llow-up 'the same unit ' of an ori!,d nal 
sample. Therefore the data collection will be more 
difficult, for example, but we pass over other 
questions and discuss the concept of the same unit 
itself. In order to understa nd the alternat ives, let us 

first consider the concept of changes, for which 
purpose Willeboordse t (988) gives a good 

background . He divides changes first into two main 
groups: a change can be ta l a difference bl.':lween two 

situations, or (b) an event that takes place. On the 
other hand, he divides the possible changes inlO three 
main classes: (i) change of charact<::rist ics (Iocatioll, 
size class, activity), (I i) existence (entrance, exi t), 
(ii i) structure (split-off, deconcentration, take-over, 
merger, restru cturing, change of ownerShip). 

The infonnalion on these characteristics 
should be obtainable from a good enterprise register, 
but usuall y some di fli culties appear. Re~ ist e r 

infonllation is also more or less old, which is nOI a 

problem in processing a panel sample, because a data 
compi ler can update it, but it does give rise to 
problems in determi ni ng qualified S<1.mpling weights. 

A panel is a fo ll ow-up study, so thaf one has 

10 decide at the sample design stage, wh ich kind of 
follow-up mechanism wi ll be used . There are many 
alternatives, as the changes above im pl y. Baldwin et 
al (1992) describe these questions for Canadian cases 
in which longitudina l data a re taken from business 

registers. Several difficulties arose and much 
additional work was n<::eded in creating appropriate 
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follow-up mechanisms based on so-called 
longiludinal identifiers, since business registers were 
not pi armed for this type of use. More generally, the 
follow-up mecharlism depends on the resources, the 
duration of a pane l and the a ims o f panel anal yses. It 
is obvious that the m ore thorough a follow-up 
mechanism is, the broader the analyses possible. On 
the other hand, the estimation problems will be 
increased if a very thoro ugh mechanism is chosen. 
We shall pass over these details, here. 

A proper sample-based panel thus 
necessarily requires a cert.'l in sampling design arld a 
follow-up mechanism deternlined strictly in advance . 
Th is is not a suffi cient condition: one has to take 
advarllage of this approach and try to cope with its 
disadvantages. We cons ider both he re, start ing with 
the advantages: 

(I) A panel increases appreciably the scope 
fo r monitoring data quality, also in respect of cross
sectional surveys. This alone could be reason enough 
for introducing some kind of panel design for all 
regular enterpri se surveys. 

(2) Although a panel design has been 
exploited only in cross-sectio nal analyses it usuall y 
improves the accuracy o f the change estimates, 
because correlations between successive observation 
va lues are often positi ve. 

(3) Ad vallfage arises from the fact that it is 
easier to collect data from the same units since the 

respondents have al ready leamed to compl ete a 
questiolUlaire, provided their moti vation succeeded 
on the firsl occasion. On the other hand, sim ilar 
errors may be repeated and a sample may be 
selective with respect to nonresponse. 

(4) A panel can be designed so that it 
simultaneously gives cross-sectional and long itudinal 
estimafes. Thus we do nOI lose anylhing by using a 
panel design. 

(5) Due to outliers, eX lreme values and 
dramatic changes in some values over time, ce rtain 
esti mates may be too sensiti ve. Altho ugh this may be 

seen tllrough starldard errors, it is not enough if more 
robust (less sensit ive) estimates are needed. A pane l 
gives an advantage: the sim plest solution for 
robusting estimates is to fonn the (we ighted moving) 

averages of the successive values ana logously to 
methods in time series analysis. 

(6) A panel g ives a certai n amount of 
add itional infonnation via which, first ly, the e ffect of 
the unobserved (latent) time-invariant variables may 



be isolated (fixed-effects models, see Vainiomak i 
and Laaksonen 1992, for example) and, secondly, Ihe 
effect of measurement errors may to some extent be 
analysed. 

(7) A p[Ule l gives a number of new 
alternatives for analyses, for example the dynami cs 
of individual and group-level changes, enterprise 
demography incl. life expectancy, transition 
probabilities, building of advanced econometric and 
event-history models, and forecasting. 

The worst disadvantage is the handling of 
dat.'l., which is methodologically more demandin l:: 
than itl cross-sectional analyses. It a lso requires the 
construction of additional variables such as sam pling 
weights, change indicators ;'\IId variables from sevc:ral 
points in time. TIle second di s...dvamal::e is growlh in 
nonresponse and other aurition, but thi s is also 
problematic from the view of a corresponding. cross
sectional analysis. Problems of a cenain type are also 
measurement errors which are not usually revealed in 
cross-sectional analyses but which are troublesome in 
analyses of changes (see McG uckin and Peck 1992, 
Vai niomiiki and Laaksonen 1992, for example). 

II has been argued that increased cost would 
be a dis..'l.dvantage of a pane l approach. This 
argument is not justifiable because the cost is the 
s..'Une fo r both high- level cross-sectional surveys and 
panel surveys; of course, the cost is lower for low

le vel cross-sectional surveys, On the other hand, it is 
clear that a new aJl:ll ysis based on p:lnels gives rise to 
an additional cost, but thi s work is not llecess..ory 
without an additional reve nue or a concrete benefit. 

In general, we can conclude: a panel d~s i gn 

is the o illy rational alternative or a robust backbone 
for regular enterprise surveys. How to lind a good 
design is not a tri vial question and will be s,olved 
from case to case. Some useful new results h:lve 
recently been produced by means of which bolll 

different cross-sectional surveys and panel surveys 
may be better co-ordinated lsee Ohlsson 1992, 
Cotron and Hesse 1992, for example). 

3, Dc\'elopmcnl of a European enterpr ise panl'! 
network 

II is possible that the above justifi cations lor 

the usefulness of a panel approach are convincing 
enough for many statisticians and users of statI StICS. 

1\4 

but they may not be suffic ient for creating a 
EuropeaJl-level network of panels. It is a question 
al so of the aims of the whole system , called 
EUREPAN later in this repon . Lavallee ( 199 1) 
presents the following general aims fo r such a panel 
network, which may be regarded as appropriate: (i) 
micro-economic: an individual enterprise should be 
distinguishable from a file; (ii) longitudinal; (i ii) 
fresh: rapidly collected and consisting of fresh items; 
(iv) complex: quantitative, qualitative and strategic 
variables; (v) variable with respect to observation 
units and questions; (vi) target-oriented, 

These are the demanding aims to be 

achieved under the same frame, thus in all countries 
and at a European leve l, but the way to attain these 
targets must be chosen. At a national level we shou ld 
require: 

- to develop enterprise registers in general 
and follow-up mechanisms in panicular; 

- to construct good sampling frames from 
registers or other census data, and their updated 
versions for estimation phases; 

- to deve lop s.'Unplin g designs in order to 
improve the quality of longit udinal studies; 

- to co-ordinate different surveys from the 
vi~w point of both cross·section and p,mel anal yses; 

- to plan data bases so that individual-level 
(enterprises and their sub-units) analyses from 
s..mples and censuses could be rationally organized; 

for example : it should fonn some pennanent 
longitudinal identifiers for a ll units and develop 
com puler teclUlo logy so that other identifiers needed 
in specifi c research Call be easily formed; 

- to improve the fl ex ibility of surveys so that 
it would be possible to include in them ad hoc 
variables and many types of variable (quantitative vs. 
qual itat ive, objecti ve vs. subject ive, hiStorical vs. 
expectations fo r a future); 

- to launch small-scale pi lO! surveys, whi ch 

could be typically sub-su rveys of regular large-scale 
surveys; 

to develop the target-orientation of 

surveys, for instance by reducing useless variables 
and reproduc ing useful ones; 

- to ex tend ad vanced analysis of surveys and 
censuses; 

10 push forward methodological 
developmelll work; 

- 10 remove confidelllialit y-related obstacles 
to lhe handllllg of individua l data . 



On the other h,Uld, Eurostal together with 
other insti tutes, should be responsible for the co
ordination of the whole process and for mot ivalltlg 
the statistical offi ces and other survey institutes to 
launch an effort fo r the EUREPAN. In line with this 
role, Eurostal should: 

- develop and hamlOnize the impol1ant 
definitions, concepts, measures, etc.; 

- encourage inst itutes to develop the 
documentation of previous achievements for 
international users and to produce new iJUlOvations in 
this fi eld (support in its different fonns from Eurosta! 
is necessary); 

organize meet ings 10 which 
methodologies, recommendat ions and applications of 
enterprise panels are considered; 

publish the cruci al results in this field, 
launching a special series for this purpose . among 
others; 

develop intemational cooperation, 
covering also institutes in the US, Canada, Eastem 
Europe, Asia, etc.; 

- create the basis for the rational and flexible 
handling of intematiollal data fi les. 

Up to now, the statistical instit utes of 
Europe have litt le experience of factua l pane ls, 
although some kind of panel desig.n is typica l in most 
of countries. On the other hand, there are popu lation
level data files from registers or proper ce nSUSes. 
whi ch gIve good oppon un ilies to construct 
longi tudinal files afterwards or a posteriori. Suc h 
p,mel fi les may be built by needs of users, although 
additional work is necessary if changes in variables 
and in survey designs have taken place (concerning 
classifications, concepts, new vari ables), since the 
cross-sectional files have to be comparable frOIll 
period to period and over countries (on experiences 
of the U.S. Census Bureau, see McGuckin 1993). II is 
probable that the number of comparable variables 
will decrease in the duration of a pane l 

Panels or 'latent' panels exist in several 
European countri es, e.g. France, the Netherlands, 
Sweden, Finland, Norway, Austria, POl1ugal and 
Germany, but a proper panel-type use of data files 
has been fa irly limited, focus ing on the control of 
quali ty (see poin t ( I) in Section 2) and 011 a posteriori 
analyses (Abowd et al. 1993) . A 'latent' desire to rise 
to a more sophisticated level is perceivable ill most 
countries. 
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In addition to public insti tutes, there are 
private or partly pri vate institutes which have 
experiences of enterprise panels. Typical of such 
surveys are business surveys (Eurastat 1989), which 
have a long tradition in most developed countries and 
have been carried out by either pri vate or public 
institutes. The business surveys are intensive and 
give fresh infonnati on, mainly qualit.,tt ive. The 
'sampling' designs are varied but not very 
sophist icated, and their data sets are focused on large 
enterprises and on industrial sectors. They follow 
panel designs but the basic publications do not 
conL'lin results of a pane l type. However, the 
longitudinal analyses have been used in special 
research (e .g. Anninger 1992). We see that there are 
sim ilarities between trad itional busi ness surveys and 
the EUREPAN, and collaboration III thei r 
development is therefore necessary. 

In the ideal situation, the country-based 
micro-data flles would be available under the s:une 
soli ware ruld machine. This would offer flexible 
opportunit ies to provide all ki nds of results, to 

construct harmonized indicators, to produce well 
comparable cross-country figures (standardization by 
models, fo r example) and to analyse the nature of 
multinational enterprises. The 'ad hoc' needs would 
also be easy to satisfy. This wou ld be [he only way to 
make fu ll use of the data, in a sense. It is no essential 
disadvantage if each of the files is individuall y 
protected before the release. The perfect protection 
of large and unique companies is, however, 
impossible without destroying essential features of 
data. 

If no individ ual data are transmittable by 
some countries to Eurostat, their handling within 
courmies will take place. In that case, of course, 
Eurostat, together wi th participating offices, has to 
hannonize this work in respect to classifications, 
sampling designs, sampling we ights, adjustments fo r 
missing values, other corrections and quali ty factors , 
among others. Correspondingly, a gu ideline for these 
purposes will be needed. Beside thi s, aggregated data 
should be obtainable for the common use . The leve l 
of aggregation ruld the construction of data raise 
problems, but dala o f enterprise groups, based on 
industries (3- or 4-d igit-Ievels) or possibly on groups 
of 3-6 enterprises (called micro-aggregates III 

Eu roslat), are not very confidential and most 
lIlst itutes are able to trrulsmit this type of cross-



sectio nal data. In a pane l more difficulties ari se due 
to the need for a follow- up mechanism . 

It is interesting to note that some pri vat e 
institutes ha ve no restri cti ons on releasing indi vidual
level data fil es for anyone who wants to buy them. 
For exam ple, Bureau van Dijk has provided a CO
RaM file from enterprises of several countries, the 
variables o f which are deri ved from public sources. 
Eurostat has tested these d:lIa file s but so far they 

have been applied only to cross-sectional analyses. 
The prelim inary tests have shown that the val idat ion 
of fil es demands much work when a stali stical use is 
concemed. These fi les are focused on larger 
companies and the ir use for stal iSli cal pu rposes is 
limited, although by means of post-strati fication 
(exploiting the popu lation-level data from oflici:ll 
statistics) thei r represent:lliveness may be improved 
to some extent. 

4. Cunclu siun s 

The EUREPAN should be seen as a process. 
which implicitl y al ready goes on in many cou ntries, 
but it sho uld be belle r synchronized and more 
cooperat ively deve loped than recently. 

The gatheri ng. together o f many separate 
pieces will probably be the main way to make 
progress . One can see this in lenns of a snowball 

approach: Ihe small standing snowbllll s (lat ent 
surveys and know-how for their longi tudi nal 
hand ling) from d iffere nt countries shoul d get started 
in a good 'snow' environment; they will then 
automatically be increased and when, lafer, the ball s 
are gathe red together. a sti ll larger and more usefu l 
snowball or a product o f snowball s will be carr ied 

out. 
The second (or addit ional fo r the pre vious 

one) alternat ive is to st:'trt a new survey. as Euroslat 
has done in the household sector. in which the small 

scale pilot surveys are carried OUI in the EC countries 
in 1993. Th is type of supple menta ry survey is easier 
for making rapid progress, since the work can be 
started from an 'empty tab le,' a good prototype can 

be constructed from the sta n and the whole system 
can be co-ordinated we ll. Furthennore. the data 

collection can be well linked with regular surveys. 
However, it now seems that thi s approach is 
unrealistic in the enterpri se seCior due to lhe high 
starting cost. 
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The third altern:lt ive, close to the first one, 
could be to act in the S:lmc way as the Luxembourg 
Income Study (LIS), see Guide fro m June 1993. The 
LIS is a data bank on househo lds and the ir incomes. 
Its files are located in the CE PS/I NSTEAD in 
Luxembourg and arc usab le by researchers from 
countries which sponsor the LI S. At the moment 23 
countries have sent the ir micro- level fil es to this 
bank and a number of research reports have been 
published. TIle fi les are m:linly cross-sectional but 

some short panels are a lso avai lable . The most 
essential work o f the LIS has been the attempt to 
construct as consistentl y measured and symboli zed 
variables as possible from country to country. Thi s is 
110 easy task due to the various systems o f incomes. 
taxat ion, soc ial benefit and surveys. TIle second key 
task has been to create a good e nvironment for data 
handling so that the o utput requests over the world 
can be handled rationally (mai nly using e lectronic 
mail) and the individual data remain confidential. 
Recently, a new micro- level data bank based on 
labou r force surveys has been fo unded in the same 
place; it consists of fil es of fi ve countries, but these 
are nOI yel very comparab le. 

The CE PS/INSTEAD has also started a 
project which aims at 10 creale an inte r-regional 
panel d:lta base on finn s (Gailly. 1992). Today it 
covers certain provinces of France. Belgium and 
Denmark , and the whole o f Luxembourg. In add ition, 

pilot studies are under way in thIee regions, two ill 
Genl\:ltIy and one in the Netherl ands. Some country
based prulels already ex ist but their commo n use in 
the lIlanner o f the LI S is not yet avai lable. Ad vantage 
shoul d be taken of all the three CEPS data bases 
whe n de veloping cross-country panel data bases for 
enterprises and thei r sub-uni ts in Europe. 

The EUREPAN process will proceed slo wly 
but surely some day coveri n~ all European countries. 
It will be well hannonized but give plenty of degrees 
of freedom for country-Ie ve l appli cations. 
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1. Introduction 
Statistical Bureaus collect large sets of data on a 
current basis (monthly and annually) on the activity 
of industrial establishments (i.e., production, emp
loyment, wages, investment, etc.) in their respective 
jurisdictions. Sample-based SUIVCYS of industrial firms 
arc carried out [or the principle purpose of providing 
policy makers with indicators of cu rrent trends in this 
sector, o n its structure and on input-output 
relationships. 

These data, available in the fil es of statistical 
bureaus and covering lo ng periods of time, also have 
a potential as data sets for sophisticated economic 
research and analysis. Cumulative data covering 
individual firms ("panels") over an extended period 
of time o ffer resea rchers a very important new 
dimensio n - time change - which can enhance 
industrial structural research. 

TIle methodology for the creat ion of such panel 
data sets and their use in econometric research has 
been developed in the past decade. This has opened 
new paths for a better understanding of the factors 
underlying product ivity changes, profitability, failures 
and closures, etc. 

A number of stat istical hureaus have already 
begun arranging these data sets into panels, as is the 
case at the Centml Burea u of Statistics in Ismc!. 
Su bsequent ly, these panels have been made available 
to researchers outside the statistical hureaus, 
so metimes as joint ventures hetween hureau and 
university researchers. However, the creation of such 
panels pose a numher of prohlems and difficulties, 
such as matching data from va rious sources for the 
same firm, creating the appropriate varia hies, filli ng 
gaps in the data, etc. 

The experi ence of Ismel in creating such a panel 
data set is descril:1ed in this paper, as well as some of 
the research performed to date on this data scI. 

2. Panels and their use 
A Longitudinal o r Panel data set is defined as one 
that follows a given unit over time. This means that 
the unit o f observat ion (t he firm) varies in two 
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dimensions. In our case we have a sample of 
industrial fi rms observed at several points in time (to 
use Mundlak's (1968) terminology, in panels we are 
pooling time-series and cross-sections). (1) 

That is why a panel data set enables one to 
follow the development of a population of firms, 
controlling for time effects or, alternatively, to 
analyze the time C(fects, controlling for changes in 
the structure or characteristics of the firms, and 
analyzing the int eractio n between the two. 

Longitudinal data enable us to analyze balanced 
and unhalanced panels. Balanced Panels are panels 
in which for each observation we have data for the 
whole period. Unbalanced Panels are panels where 
some firms were observed only in some sub-periods. 
For example, a panel which includes firms that 
operated during each year is a halanced panel. A 
panel which includes firms that were opened · or 
closed during the period is an unhalanced panel. 

Panel data can be used to estimate cost and 
production functions, laror and total productivity at 
the firm level, fi rm turnover and survival rates, life 
cycles, the job generati on and destruction process, 
and many other relat ed topics. They provide a rich 
environmen t to use complex econometric methods. 
Firm panels are usually confidential and researchers 
do not have easy access to them. That is why panels 
are studied jointly by Bureaus o f Statistics and 
Research Institut cs. In Israel, the panels are analyzed 
by a group of researchers from the Central Bureau 
of Statistics, the Maurice Falk Institute for Economic 
Research, The Bank of Israel's Resea rch Depart
ment, NBER and Toronto Un iversity. In the USA 
we can find a parallel network of researchers. 

3. Panel Construction and Sources of Data 
The basis of our panel are the data collected 
regularly from samples of some 2500 indust rial firms 
which are used to compil e the monthly and annual 
industrial statistics. Fro m these fi rms the following 
data are collected: 

Data on sales, labor input, and cost of labor and 
commodities produced are collected on a monthly 
basis. 

Industrial Surveys are now conducted annually 
(although in the past this was not always the case). 



In these surveys d:\la on firms' characteristics 
(hranch. sector, ownership, locality, etc.), income, 
expenditures, lahar cost, inventory and investments 
are collected. 

R&D surveys are carried ou t on an annual 
hasis.The survey covers R&D expenditures and 
technically skilled lahar. 

From time to time special topics have been 
surveyed using the full sample or a suhsample of 
firms. The topics covered have been capital surveys 
(in 1968 and 1982), (2) (3) and skilled labor (a full 
survey was carried out in 1988 (4) and for pari of the 
firms data was collected from administrative files in 
1979 and 1984). 

Our sample is drawn from the register of firms of 
the National Insurance Institute, which covers all 
employees in Israel. The register is updated regularly 
and new openings arc included in the sample during 
the course of the year. Closed firms are excluded 
from the sample when the Bureau's enumerator 
reports that a firm has cease to exist and their file at 
the National Insurance register is dosed, or when 
they change their activity and move to another 
industry. 

The sample is changed once or twice per decade 
and adjusted for under-coverage from time to lime. 
The previous sample was conducted in 1979 and 
used 'tillihe end of 1989, with a major adjustment in 
1985. The coverage of firms with 75 or more emp
loyees is essentially complete. Each firm included in 
the sa mple is given an J.D. number which is changed 
on ly when the sample is changed. Because data are 
collected from the firm on a monthly hasis changes 
in the activity or the organiz.'llion of each firm is 
recorded and routinely checked. 

The first step in the building of our panel was 10 
match the firms in the industrial surveys carried out 
from 1979 to 1988 and to prepare a file with all the 
firms reported in at least one of the 8 industrial 
surveys carried out during this period. Using the 
records on the changes in the sample we were able 
to co nstruct a variable for the status of each firm in 
each industrial survey if it continued as the same 
firm, as a new firm, as a dosed firm or a firm which 
was included in the file against under-coverage. 

The next stage was to define the variables needed 
to describe the development of firms so as to 
measure their economic performance and to estimate 
various economic models such as production and 
cost functions. The variables were calculated from 
the above mentioned sou rces of data and matched to 
the hasic file. Missing values were estimated where 
necessary. 

Finally, the various models were estimated, 
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analyzed and studied carefu lly and where necessary 
changes and improvements in the various variables 
were incorporated. This last stage was extremely time 
consuming. 

4_ Price Adjustments 
The original data from each Industrial Survey were 
adjusted for price changes during the year. This 
mainly influenced the change in inventories, by 
excluding inflationary profits. 

Because of the high innation ratc in Israel, 
especially up to 1985, we adjusted the data for price 
changes in 2 stages using a general price index and 
(relative) specific price indices. 

General price adjustment 
Using the Consumer Price Index, the data were cal
culated (adjusted) to June 1990 and prices converted 
to USA$. 

Specific price adjustment 
Production and intermediate product figures were 
also calcu lated in conSlant prices using specific price 
indexes which were constructed at the 3 digit eco
nomic classification (about tOo sub-branches). For 
production figu res we had the local sales production 
index and export index. They were weighted at the 
firm level hy the relative shares of local sales and 
export. The price indices for intermediate products 
were constructed, using industrial local sales and 
import price indices and the 1982 input-output co
efficients as weights. for 186 sub-branches. The 
overall index for the intermediate input price is a 
weighted index of loca l and import prices weighted 
by the corresponding 1982/83 weights from the basic 
input-output tabl e, aggregated for the tOO industrial 
sub-branches. 

5. Topics and Variables 

A. Firms' characteristics. From the Industrial Survey 
we can aUach to each firm a code or dummy variable 
for its economic branch, sector and legal ownership 
(private, corporate, union (histadrut) owned, kibbutz 
or government), locality and size. 

B. Life Cycle. Establishment year, closing year, and 
the firm's age. 

C Labor Inputs. The measure of labor input is the 
'Person Year', which is calculated as yearly hours 
worked divided hy the potential of hours per year. 
The data comes from the monthly surveys. 



D. Production Ac:courll at ' }990 general prices'. This 
account cove rs the value of production and the pay
ments for inp uts and means of production, i.e. the 
cost of lahor . 

The components of the Production Account are: 
Production (value of): Sales + Inven tory Change of 
fini shed and semi-fin ished products. 

Intermediates costs: Materials Used (after 
inventory adjustmen ts) plus General Expenses such 
as: Municipality taxes, insurance, accounting, 
communication, etc. 

Labor Costs: Wages plus additional costs such as 
pensions National Insurance contrihutio ns, travel 
costs, meals, and clothes. 

Value Added: Productio n minus Intermediates. 
Gross Margin: Value Added minus Lahor Costs. 
This account enables one to calculat e profit-

ability, the factor shares needed for the TIP (total 
factor product) calculation and some of the variables 
used in the cost function . 

An illustration of the production account can be 
found in Table 2. 

Production Account at Fixed Prices. This is the 
framework used in the est imation of production 
functions, the 'quantities' of intermediate materials 
used, lahor, and cap ital. AU data were deflated hy a 
complex series of relative indices which were 
calcu lated at the :\ digit industry level using loca l 
sales prices, export and import prices, and 
appropriate weights (as described in Section 4). 

F. Capitai. Modern eco nomic product ion theory 
distingu ishes between 3 types of Capital: Fixed 
Capital, Human Capital and Knowledge. O ur 
experience is that these va riables are the most 
complicated and crudest variables. 

Fixed Capital Services is calculated as dep
reciation plus interest (5%) o n the net capital of 
Buildings, Equ ipment and Cars that existed at the 
beginning of a period. Asset life assu med: 33 years 
for buildings, 14 years for equ ipmen t, and 8 years for 
cars. The va riable was built from the }968 and 1982 
fixed capital surveys as henchmarks, and used ' ann ual 
investments' as indicators of change over time, using 
the perpetual inventory method. 

Human Capital was calculated as an index of the 
quality of lahor. The index equals the weighted 
val ues of engineers (I) and tcchn icians (0.75) plus 
Total Person Years divided hy Total Person Years. 

Knowledge c:lpital slack was est imated by R&D 
Capital Services. First we estimated the Capital R&D 
Stock as the cumulative R&D expenditures over 7 
years. R&D C:lpital Services was then calculat ed 
using the same fo rmula as Fixed Cap ital Services, 
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i.e., depreciation pl us 5% interest o n net c.'lpital 
R&D. Knowledge life is assumed at 7 yea rs. 

For these topics we did not h:lve all the data for 
all of the firms, and so used some methods of im
putation. A full discussion of how these variables 
were constructed is the subject of a separate paper 
(Rogcv, 1993).(5) 

6. Tillie Coverngc: Periods and Consistency of Panels 
Each Industrial Survey presents the picture of the 
current year. There are usually some changes in the 
sample over the years, due to changes in the eco
nomic classification of firms, under-coverage or other 
reasons. 

The panels :lre organized acco rding to the 
periods when new samples were introduced. The 
three periods are: 
1. 1979-1988 includes data from 8 Industrial 

Surveys 
2. 1970-1977 includes data from 6 Industrial 

Surveys. 
3. 1958- 1%7 includes part of the firms that 

operated in those years. 
An effort was made to construct consisl en~ 

panels for each of the 3 following sub-periods: 
1979- 1982, 1982- 1985, and 1985- 1988. 

Each Survey covers aroun d 2000 firms. 

7. Organization of Research 
One of the main incentives to invest the huge effort 
needed to co nstruct these longi tudinal pane ls was to 
enahle the use of these data by researchers from 
universities and other research institutions. A group 
of researchers from the Central Bureau of Statistics, 
the Maurice Falk Institute for Economic Research in 
Israel, the Bank o f Israel, the NBER and Toron to 
University have been exploring for the past year this 
uniq ue set of data. In order to protect the con
fidentiality of the data, access to the data bank is 
limited to authorized researchers, and even then only 
via Bureau rese.'lrchers. Where possible, the Bureau 
encourages joint research between Bureau and 
outside researchers. 

8. Studies Completed 
The following studies are based on this panel of data 
(as o f March 1992): 
High Tech and Produclivity 
In this st udy an index of high-tech was developed, 
hased on Fixed Capital intensity, R&D activity and 
the vintage of fixed capilal. For 1982, the firms were 
classified by high tech level and the connection 
between high technology and productivity was 
analyzed. Results were published in (6). 



Firm TUrfJOIICT and Productivity 
This is the centra! stu dy of the 1979- 1988 pane\. It 
traces the development of the popu lation of firms 
durin g the period. the turnover of firms, the growth 
of output and productivity and analyses their 
correlates. A preliminary report was pul:llished in (7). 

See an illustration of this kind of analysis in 
Table 2. 

Production and Cost Function 
In this study, some basic economic models were used 
to study the economic performance of industrial 
firms in 1979-1983. The models used were: a trans
log production function, a cost function, and a wage 
function . Some economctric problems such as sample 
selectivi ty, serial correlations due to unohselVed firm 
effects and endogeneity are addressed. The study was 
published in (8). 

Sex, Wages and Productivity 
Our data for 1988 were used to estimate marginal 
productivity and wage differentials associated with 
the percentage of women in each firm. Hypothesis 
that lower wages paid to women reflect lower 
marginal productivity was tested. Results were 
published in (9). 

Research in Progress: 
Regev, H., The SUlVival of Indust rial Fi rms in Israel 
Gronau R., Regev, H. , The Job Creation and 

Destruction Process in Israeli Industry 
Rcgev, H., Bar·Eliczcr, S., Concentration and 

Penetration in Israeli Manufacturing 1977·1 988 
Griliches, G., Regev, H., R&D and Productivity 
Bregman, A., Fuss, M., Capital Suhsidy 
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TABLE 1 
Firms, Person Years Production and Value Added by 
Period and Turnover 

Period Total Continuing Replaced 
Begin End Begin End Begin End 

Firms in Panel 

1979-1982 1951 1893 1646 1646 305 247 
1982-1985 1881 1854 1616 1616 265 238 
1985-1988 1986 2003 1759 1759 227 244 

Firms in Population 

197 9 - 1982 6206 6239 4619 46 19 1587 1620 
1982-1985 6183 6391 4779 4779 1404 1612 
1985-1988 6473 7055 5284 5284 1189 1771 

Person Years 

1979-1982 286695 279950 25 7 387 2 5 6970 29308 22980 
1982 - 1985 2777 5 9 291127 256792 273395 20967 17732 
1985- 1988 299381 288279 283043 269285 16338 18994 

TABLE 2 

Production Account, 1979-1990 (ths 1990 $) 

79/80 82/83 85/86 88 90 

1. production 6 1 .19 69 . 30 73 . 74 77 . 82 86 . 16 

2 • Intermediate 43 . 71 46 . 39 49.55 49.41 57 . 62 

3 • Value Added 17 . 48 22.91 24 . 19 28.4 1 28 . 54 

4 • Labor Costs 15 . 67 19 . 54 18 .2 5 21. 21 21.41 

5 . Gross Margin 1.81 3 . 37 5.94 7 . 20 7 . 13 

ILLUSTRATION A 

capital Variables, 1979-1988 (1990 th ' s $ per person yr) 

79/80 82/83 85/86 88 

1. Fixed Capita l 4 . 2 0 5 . 58 6 . 15 7 . 64 

2 • R&D 0.43 0 . 51 0 . 71 0 . 71 

3 • Labor Quality I ndex 1. 07 1.09 1.11 1.11 
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ILLUSTRATION B Production Functions 

Dependent Variable: Production Per Person-Year 

Regr ess ions Details 

Observat ions 7741 
R- Squar e 0.863 
Root MSE 0.300 

Coeffs. T-Stat. 

Intercept 1. 445 62.399 
Intermediates 0.688 156.471 
capita l services 0 .058 10.912 

R&D Variable 

R&D 0.026 4. 682 
No R&D -0. 01 9 -1. 403 

Quality of Labor 0 . 406 6 . 726 

Scale (Ref = 50 - 99 workers) 

5 - 49 Employees 0.003 0.351 
100 - 299 Employees -0.014 -1. 225 
300 + Employees -0 . 012 -0 . 765 

Mobility (Ref = stayers) 

Closed 1979-82 -0 . 100 -4 . 931 
Closed 1983-85 -0 . 058 -3 . 665 
Closed 1986-88 -0 . 092 -6 . 373 

sector (Ref = Private) 

Reg. stock Market -0.035 -2.031 
Histadrut 0.029 2.090 
KIbbutz 0.042 3.107 
Public Sector 0.061 2.134 
Others 0.109 4.142 

Branch (Ref = Electronics) 

Food -0.035 -2.315 
Textile -0.037 -2.671 
Printing, Paper -0.051 -3.390 
Wood, Mineral -0.026 -1. 661 
Chemical, Plastic -0 . 012 -0 . 883 
Metal, Machinery 0 . 035 2.660 

Nota: The regression included variables for lifecycle 
and year dummies which are not shown due to a lack of 
space . 
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